
Simple Rules to the Blue Demons
Last Man Standing Tournament
To enter pledge €10 per tournament and just pick the winner of a Premier League match each week. If
your selection wins you progress to the next round of the last man standing tournament, lose or draw
and you're out, repeat the process until you’re the last man standing and you can win up to €500.

The rules are fairly simple, you may not pick the same team to win more than once during the
tournament (unless the tournament progresses past 20 weeks) and if you pick a losing or drawing team
you’re out of the competition. This means there’s a great deal of strategy involved, and a good knowledge
of each team’s chances will give you the cutting edge.

In the event that any match is postponed or cancelled for any reason, you will continue to the next round.
However, the team that you picked will no longer be available for selection.If you forget to make your
selection in any week by the Deadline Midday Friday of each week, you will automatically be assigned the
first team that you have not selected in alphabetical order. Once a team is automatically selected, you will
not have the ability to change the selection.

A new Last Man Standing tournament begins every 5 weeks and you can join multiple tournaments if you
wish, supporting Blue Demons Basketball for as little as €2 per week.

Should two or more participants remain standing and all are eliminated in the same week, the Last Man
Standing prize €500 will be distributed equally among them.

Rounds of fixtures may take place on weekends or Monday night football depending on available
fixtures.

Should a Tournament not have reached a conclusion by the end of the 2010/2011 Premier League
Season, the Last Man Standing prize of €500 will be distributed equally among those still standing. If
up updating your team by text message please be sure to text: week number, team name ,and your
name as it appears on the application form

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT MICHAEL O’LEARY 086 882 7435
OR VISIT WWW.BLUEDEMONSBC.COM

WIN UP TO €500
Just pick the winner of a Premier League match each week.

If your selection wins you progress to the next round of
the last man standing tournament, lose or draw and you're
out, repeat the process until you’re the last man standing

SEE BACK FOR RULES OR CONTACT
MICHAEL O’LEARY 086 882 7435
FOR MORE DETAILS.
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